Organic synthesis in a modular robotic system driven by a chemical programming language
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INTRODUCTION: Outside of a few well-defined areas such as polypeptide and oligonucleotide chemistry, the automation of chemical synthesis has been limited to large-scale bespoke industrial processes, with laboratory-scale and discovery-scale synthesis remaining predominantly a manual process. These areas are generally defined by the ability to synthesize complex molecules by the successive iteration of similar sets of reactions, allowing the synthesis of products by the automation of a relatively small palette of standardized reactions. Recent advances in areas such as flow chemistry, oligosaccharide synthesis, and iterative cross-coupling are expanding the number of compounds synthesized by automated methods. However, there is no universal and interoperable standard that allows the automation of chemical synthesis more generally.

RATIONALE: We developed a standard approach that mirrors how the bench chemist works and how the bulk of the open literature is reported, with the round-bottomed flask as the primary reactor. We assembled a relatively small array of equipment to accomplish a wide variety of different syntheses, and our abstraction of chemical synthesis encompasses the four key stages of synthetic protocols: reaction, workup, isolation, and purification. Further, taking note of the incomplete way chemical procedures are reported, we hypothesized that a standardized format for reporting a chemical synthesis procedure, coupled with an abstraction and formalism linking the synthesis to physical operations of an automated robotic platform, would yield a universal approach to a chemical programming language. We call this architecture and abstraction the Chemputer.

RESULTS: For the Chemputer system to accomplish the automated synthesis of target molecules, we developed a program, the Chempiler, to produce specific, low-level instructions for modular hardware of our laboratory-scale synthesis robot. The Chempiler takes information about the physical connectivity and composition of the automated platform, in the form of a graph using the open-source GraphML format, and combines it with a hardware-independent scripting language [chemical assembly (ChASM) language], which provides instructions for the machine operations of the automated platform. The Chemputer software allows the ChASM code for a protocol to be run without editing on any unique hardware platform that has the correct modules for the synthesis. Formalization of a written synthetic scheme by using a chemical descriptive language (XDL) eliminates the ambiguous interpretation of the synthesis procedures. This XDL scheme is then translated into the ChASM file for a particular protocol. An automated robotic platform was developed, consisting of a fluidic backbone connected to a series of modules capable of performing the operations necessary to complete a synthetic sequence. The backbone allows the efficient transfer of the required chemicals into and out of any module of the platform, as well as the flushing and washing of the entire system during multistep procedures in which the modules are reused multiple times. The modules developed for the system consist of a reaction flask, a jacketed filtration setup capable of being heated or cooled, an automated liquid-liquid separation module, and a solvent evaporation module. With these four modules, it was possible to automate the synthesis of the pharmaceutical compounds diphenhydramine hydrochloride, rufinamide, and sildenafil without human interaction, in yields comparable to those achieved in traditional manual syntheses.

CONCLUSION: The Chemputer allows for an abstraction of chemical synthesis, when coupled with a high-level chemical programming language, to be compiled by our Chempiler into a low-level code that can run on a modular standard robotic platform for organic synthesis. The software and modular hardware standards permit synthetic protocols to be captured as digital code. This code can be published, versioned, and transferred flexibly between physical platforms with no modification. We validated this concept by the automated synthesis of three pharmaceutical compounds. This represents a step toward the automation of bench-scale chemistry more generally and establishes a standard aiming at increasing reproducibility, safety, and collaboration.
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The synthesis of complex organic compounds is largely a manual process that is often incompletely documented. To address these shortcomings, we developed an abstraction that maps commonly reported methodological instructions into discrete steps amenable to automation. These unit operations were implemented in a modular robotic platform by using a chemical programming language that formalizes and controls the assembly of the molecules. We validated the concept by directing the automated system to synthesize three pharmaceutical compounds, diphenhydramine hydrochloride, rufinamide, and sildenafil, without any human intervention. Yields and purities of products and intermediates were comparable to or better than those achieved manually. The syntheses are captured as digital code that can be published, versioned, and transferred flexibly between platforms with no modification, thereby greatly enhancing reproducibility and reliable access to complex molecules.
The XDL has the advantage of eliminating ambiguous interpretation of the synthesis procedures by explicitly and systematically listing all required information without making any assumptions or inferences (example ChASM files used in the syntheses described herein can be found in data S2).

To control the chemistry, the Chempiler was designed to accept ChASM commands such as “start stirring the reactor,” find the module in question in the GraphML definition, and schedule the execution by using the appropriate low-level instructions. The modular Chemputer components thereby constitute a versatile and interoperable architecture for chemical synthesis. Also, a given ChASM file could be run on many different platform instances with hardware of different makes and models connected in different ways. If the required unit operation modules are present and all required reagents and solvents are provided, the hardware-agnostic ChASM code can be freely paired with a systemspecific GraphML file to synthesize the same product on another, different platform without reoptimization.

During the development of the process and programming language, we found it helpful to visualize the workflow one would follow when manually reproducing the procedure. Writing the XDL and converting it to ChASM then become intuitive even for users with no programming experience. Many operations are repetitive enough to be defined as functions that can be reused many times. For instance, we have defined several functions such as “evaporate to dryness” or “add reagents and heat up to x°C,” and we expect that this library can be greatly expanded with future use. Once the ChASM file is completed, a graph of the platform is drafted, following a set of rules detailed in the SM. To validate the ChASM and the graph, we implemented two simulation modes in the Chempiler. First, all the ChASM and the graph, we implemented two compatibility checks as needed.

**Modular synthesis platform**

To produce a physical platform that could implement our architecture and achieve the syntheses outlined below, we had to step away from thinking about reactions and rather adopt a process-centered way of thinking. Although the 20 most commonly used reaction classes in drug discovery (14) span a wide range of chemistries, from amide bond formation to Buchwald-Hartwig couplings, experimentally most of them simply involve the mixing of several reagents in the...
Fig. 2. Diagram showing the flow of information in the synthesis platform. To translate experimental steps into a set of pump movements or hot plate stirrer commands, the user provides the synthesis instructions in a text format similar to a written protocol. The graphical representation of the synthesis platform, which contains all necessary information about the fluidic connectivity, is represented by using GraphML. The written scheme from a published procedure or lab book entry is translated into a series of ChASM commands. Both the ChASM and the GraphML files are passed to the Chempiler. The Chempiler command dispatcher then uses those two pieces of information to control the physical labware through the respective device drivers, effectively executing the synthesis.

Surplus ports on the six-way valves accommodate solvents and reagents, and additional backbone units may be dedicated entirely to supplying chemicals. This is in contrast with even the most advanced flow chemical setups to date (15), which have to be physically reconfigured for every new synthesis. In flow, the number and sequence of unit operation modules must match the number and sequence of required unit operations, whereas in our system the ability to address modules independently and reuse them as required removes the need for physical reconfiguration. This is achieved by using GraphML, which gives a complete description of the connectivity, allowing the pumps and valves to be dynamically reconﬁgurable resources, and facilitates the movement of solvents and solutions from reagent ﬂasks to the various components required for a given synthesis step. To ensure modularity, we designed our own pumps and valves, controlled and powered by a single Ethernet cable plugged into each item, powered from a network switch placed next to the fume hood (see fig. S11).

In this work, we developed modules for the unit operations of mixing, ﬁltration, liquid-liquid separation, evaporation, and chromatographic separation, which are all key to the practical implementation of our abstraction of a chemical reaction. Detailed descriptions of the individual modules can be found in figs. S34 to S44 and accompanying supplementary text. However, both the physical architecture and the architecture of the Chempiler (vide supra) were speciﬁcally designed to allow for future addition of other modules, enabling automation of even more reactions.

The reactor (fig. S34) consisted of a commercially available, two-necked, pear-shaped flask equipped with an air condenser. We decided to use common laboratory glassware rather than a jacketed reactor vessel both for simplicity and to lower the barrier for reproducing the setup. A pear-shaped ﬂask was chosen over the more common round-bottomed ﬂask to accommodate a wider range of reaction volumes. Heating and stirring were accomplished by using a computer-controllable stirrer hot plate and a custom-manufactured aluminum heating block for the pear-shaped ﬂask. A 0.32-cm-outer-diameter polytetraﬂuoroethylene (PTFE) tube was held in place by a ground glass joint–to–GL18 thread adapter with a GL18 screw cap and insert so that its end reached the bottom of the ﬂask. A slight argon overpressure was maintained by the inert gas system (see SM). For the sildenafil synthesis, cooling of the reactor was required, and we used a recirculation chiller with a temperature range of −30 to 160°C, giving precise temperature control of the reactor.

The liquid-liquid separation, one of the most common isolation techniques, was also the most challenging task to automate in a robust fashion. Whereas in continuous flow there are solutions using membrane technology (16), we found that commercially available hydrophobic frits are usually designed to be single use and therefore lack long-term reliability. We attempted to use...
a modified separating funnel and computer vision to directly replicate the way a human chemist would perform liquid-liquid extractions. However, we found that solutions using either a colored floater (17) or direct recognition of the phase boundary (18) worked well in a test environment but were otherwise unreliable. In real syntheses, imperfections such as poor phase separation, strongly colored or cloudy solutions, or unusual extraction solvents often lead to complete failure of the image recognition algorithms. We therefore abandoned the computer vision for a sensor-based approach. Initially, we investigated optical and capacitive sensors because they do not require direct contact with the medium. Unfortunately, those sensors also performed poorly in some cases, so ultimately, we built a conductivity sensor from two pieces of stainless-steel tubing inserted into the flow path (see SM). This sensor reliably detected phase boundaries in all test cases and enabled us to perform separations in a robust fashion. The sensor was connected to a custom-made separating funnel with a B45 ground glass joint at the top and two 1/4 in. side arms (fig. S36). Instead of a stopcock, it had a glass 1/4-28 UNF (Unified fine) male threaded connector (where 1/4 indicates a major diameter of 0.25 inches, or 6.35 mm, and 28 indicates a pitch of 28 threads per inch) fitted to the bottom. An Arduino Due was used to read the sensor via a simple voltage divider circuit. The top inlet tube was suspended by a ground glass joint-to-GL18 thread adapter with a GL18 screw cap and insert. To facilitate efficient extractions through thorough mixing, a computer-controlled overhead stirrer was fitted above the separator.

To perform liquid-liquid extractions, the mixture was pumped into the separator through the top inlet, or in the case of a wash, the washing solvent was added through either the top or bottom port, depending on whether it constituted the top or bottom layer of the biphasic mixture. The two layers were then stirred vigorously with the overhead stirrer, and this step was followed by a period of settling under very slow (50 rpm) stirring. Next, the bulk of the lower phase was usually transferred to the target vessel to speed up the process. The volume moved was determined empirically for every separation. The actual separation commenced with withdrawing the dead volume of the sensor and tubing from the bottom port. The volume removed was dispensed into the lower-phase target vessel. Then a sensor reading was taken and compared against a reference value. If the reading was lower than the reference, the lower phase was assumed to be organic; otherwise, the lower phase was assumed to be aqueous. One milliliter was then transferred to the lower-phase target. Another sensor reading was taken and compared against a predefined threshold value. This threshold depended on whether the lower phase was aqueous or organic. Either way, if the sensor reading was outside the threshold, it was concluded that a phase change had been detected. If not, another milliliter was withdrawn and the cycle continued until a phase change was detected. Then the dead volume of the sensor and tubing was transferred to the lower-phase target vessel. If the upper-phase target was specified as the separator, the process was concluded. Otherwise, the upper phase was withdrawn as well and transferred to the target vessel.

For the solvent evaporation, a computer-controllable rotary evaporator was modified by routing a piece of PTFE tubing through the vapor duct into the evaporation flask to pump product into and out of the flask (fig. S37). The receiver flask was fitted with a glass 1/4-28 UNF male threaded connector and a PTFE tube, allowing it to be emptied in situ. One complication was that after distillation at reduced pressure, upon venting, oily products were forced back into the tube reaching into the evaporation flask. This problem was solved by affixing a magnetic stirrer bar to the tube by using PTFE shrink wrap (fig. S38). A strong magnet was then positioned in such a way that it would attract the tube and lift it out of the product, allowing the system to be vented. When the flask was lowered into the heating bath, the tube would be released and drop, thereby allowing product to be withdrawn. Solvent evaporation started with pumping the solution to be evaporated into the distillation flask of the rotary evaporator. A cartridge filled with molecular sieves could be switched into the flow path by two six-way selection valves, allowing for the solution to be dried before evaporation. The flask was then lowered into the heating bath, and the rotation was turned on. The vacuum pump was started, lowering the pressure to 900 mbar to degas the solution and avoid excessive foaming later on. The heating bath and the recirculation chiller servicing the condenser were switched on, the target temperatures were...
set, and execution of the script was suspended until the target temperatures were reached. The vacuum set point was then changed to the target distillation pressure, and the vacuum pump speed was adjusted according to the solvent, to avoid bumping. Then the execution of script was suspended for a user-defined amount of time to allow the main distillation to finish. After the distillation was complete, the flash was lifted, which caused the inlet tube to be attracted by the magnet (fig. S38), lifting it out of the remaining solution. The vacuum pump was subsequently stopped, and the vacuum was vented. A user-defined amount of distillate was removed from the distillation flask and discarded. The parameters (pressure, timings, and volumes) were always chosen empirically, either through experimental trial and error or from prior experiences with the system.

At this point, we found that proceeding directly to drying the product under maximal vacuum would often lead to a few milliliters of residual solvent distilled over, which decreased the drying efficiency. Thus, the flash was lowered back into the bath and the vacuum pump was set to maximum power for 2 min, drawing out any residual solvent. The sequence of raising the flash, venting the vacuum, and emptying the distillate flask was then repeated. Next, the flash was lowered once again, the vacuum pump was set to maximum power and started, and the cooling of the condenser was switched off. The product was then dried for a user-defined amount of time. After the drying was complete, the flash was lifted once more, the vacuum was vented, and the rotation and heating bath were switched off.

The filtration unit consisted of a custom-made, jacketed, sintered glass Büchner funnel (made in-house; see SM) fitted with a B29 ground glass joint at the top, two B14 side arms, and a glass ¼-28 UNF male threaded connector at the bottom. The top inlet tube was suspended by a ground glass joint–to–GL18 thread adapter with a GL18 screw cap and insert, whereas the bottom outlet tube was connected to the threaded connector with a straight union piece. Stirring was accomplished by a computer-controllable overhead stirrer.

To allow efficient drying of the precipitate, the bottom outlet of the filter was connected to the central inlet of a six-way valve. One outlet of that valve was then connected to the backbone, and another outlet was connected to the laboratory vacuum system via a Woulff bottle. This allowed the user to switch the filter bottom between the backbone (for liquid addition or withdrawal) and vacuum (for drying). The whole platform could be cleaned automatically by pumping suitable washing solvents into the modules. This cleaning cycle would return the system to its initial state, ready for the next reaction stage. Consequently, preparing the system for another synthesis was simply a matter of swapping the reagent bottles.

**Proof-of-principle automated syntheses of three drugs**

To highlight the power of this approach, we chose three targets: diphenhydramine hydrochloride (6) (Fig. 4), rufinamide (10) (Fig. 5), and sildenafil (17) (Fig. 6). The process of digitizing a synthesis always starts with a traditional, written scheme such as an experimental procedure from a publication or a lab book entry. We chose three published syntheses, all replicated manually to establish benchmark yields and purities for comparison with the automated runs.

Diphenhydramine hydrochloride is an ethanamine derivative used as an antihistamine and a mild sleep aid. It is marketed as Nytol in the United Kingdom and as Benadryl in the United States. The synthesis is a four-step sequence starting with a Grignard reaction. Rufinamide is a triazole derivative used as an anticonvulsant to treat various seizure disorders, and its synthesis is a relatively simple process to automate. Sildenafil is prescribed to treat erectile dysfunction and is best known under the brand name VIAGRA; its industrial synthesis route (19) features a chlorosulfonation with highly aggressive chlorosulfonic acid and thionyl chloride. We reasoned that successful automated handling of those aggressive reagents would demonstrate the versatility and robustness of the system, as well as highlighting the safety benefit arising from automating dangerous procedures.

After reproducing the synthesis of diphenhydramine hydrochloride (6) (20) manually, we made some small modifications and started the process on the platform. The synthesis commenced with Grignard reagent formation, for which the reactor was manually charged with dried magnesium grit. All the other required reagents and solvents were loaded into 100- or 250-ml standard GL45 bottles, and all nonaqueous storage bottles were purged with argon and stored under positive pressure. All the operations described were performed by the Chemputer under full control, and the program used, as well as a description of the process in prose, can be found in the SM. The automated synthetic procedure was started by automatically priming the tubes to the chemical reservoirs and then autocleaning the backbone with water and isopropanol, and dry diethyl ether. The system then continued autonomously through the whole synthesis of diphenhydramine hydrochloride without human intervention as follows. Diethyl ether and a small portion of bromobenzene were added to the magnesium, and the mixture was heated under reflux to initiate the Grignard reagent formation. After cooling, the remaining bromobenzene was added at a rate of 1 ml/min, and the mixture was again
heated to reflux. Using syringe pumps for moving material allowed us to precisely control addition rates and thus increase the reproducibility of synthetic protocols even further. Subsequently, a solution of benzaldehyde in diethyl ether was added at a rate of 1 ml/min, and the mixture was held at reflux for another 5 hours. As the platform presented herein is largely a proof of concept, no process analytical technology (PAT) has been implemented yet, so all reaction times were determined beforehand and hard-coded into the ChASM script. However, the modular architecture of the platform and control software should make adding PAT to future iterations of the platform straightforward. After quenching of the reaction with dilute HCl, the layers were separated, and the organic layer was washed with water and concentrated in vacuo as described earlier. The automated synthesis took 38 hours. To demonstrate how the platform performs the synthesis fully automatically, the average yield per step (87% for automated versus 91% for manual) is comparable in our view. The platform equipped with slightly different hardware, the sulfonamide worked in our hands, either manually or in automation, and thus we decided to use the acid chloride instead. The carboxylic acid (14) was thoroughly dried by flowing argon through the filter cake while at the same time heating the filtration module to 60°C, after which acid chloride formed with thionyl chloride in dichloromethane. The reaction mixture was then slowly dripped into the water, quenching the excess thionyl chloride and chlorosulfonic acid and precipitating the product (12), which was collected by automated filtration. The subsequent sulfonamide formation with N-methylpiperazine (13) in water was performed in the filtration module as well. Unfortunately, the sulfonamide (14) did not crystallize spontaneously, so a slurry of a small amount of product in water was added to seed the crystallization.

The industrial process for sildenafil uses N,N'-carbonyldimidazole for the amide coupling in the next step. However, this reaction did not work in our hands, either manually or in automation, and thus we decided to use the acid chloride instead. The carboxylic acid (14) was thoroughly dried by flowing argon through the filter cake while at the same time heating the filtration module to 60°C, after which acid chloride formed with thionyl chloride in dichloromethane. The reaction mixture was then slowly dripped into the water, quenching the excess thionyl chloride and chlorosulfonic acid and precipitating the product (12), which was collected by automated filtration. The subsequent sulfonamide formation with N-methylpiperazine (13) in water was performed in the filtration module as well. Unfortunately, the sulfonamide (14) did not crystallize spontaneously, so a slurry of a small amount of product in water was added to seed the crystallization.
**Fig. 6. Synthesis of sildenafil (17).** (A) Synthetic route to sildenafil. \(^{t} \text{Bu, tert-butyl; } \text{nPr, normal-propyl.} \) (B) Sequence of unit operations required for the synthesis.

The mixture was neutralized with aqueous hydrochloric acid. After filtration, the solid was washed with water and dried under a stream of argon at 50°C, yielding sildenafil at 44% isolated yield over 102 hours (movie S3).

**Outlook**

The complete automation of all of synthesis is an ambitious objective, but this work makes a start toward that goal, as the Chemputer architecture presents a general abstraction of the process that works with traditional bench-scale techniques. The versatile programming language, the use of traditional and inexpensive labware (the total cost of the parts for the robotic module, including nonstandard glassware, is less than $10,000 per system) (22), and the payoff in reproducibility after validation of the process mean that adoption could be straightforward. Initially, the synthesis of compounds will be validated reaction by reaction, but we imagine that eventually it will be possible to go straight from a reaction database to a chemical code that can run the platforms.

**Materials and methods summary**

The manual and automated syntheses of the three target molecules, as well as the platform and the control software, are described in detail in the SM, and this information has been deposited in Zenodo (27), along with the ChaSM and GraphML code. Videos of the automated syntheses are available as movies S1 to S3. We will continue to update the ChaSM code for the syntheses, and updates of this will be available to download (24). A brief summary of the syntheses is provided below.

**Synthesis of rufinamide**

The reactor was charged manually with 2,6-difluorobenzyl bromide. An aqueous solution of sodium azide was added to the reactor, and the mixture was heated to 75°C for 12 hours and subsequently transferred to the jacketed filter module. Neat methyl propiolate was added, and the mixture was heated to 65°C for 4 hours. An aqueous solution of ammonia was subsequently added, and the mixture was held at 75°C for an additional 12 hours, precipitating the target compound. Filtration followed by three aqueous washes yielded pure rufinamide as white crystalline powder.

**Synthesis of sildenafil**

The reactor was automatically cleaned once more, the reactor was charged with 2-(dimethylamino)ethanol and 10 ml of tolune, and the bromodiphenylmethane was transferred to the reactor with three portions of toluene. The mixture was heated to reflux for 20 hours. After cooling below 30°C, the reaction was quenched with aqueous sodium hydroxide. The layers were separated, and the organic layer was extracted with 2 M aqueous hydrochloric acid three times. Equimolar aqueous sodium hydroxide was added to the combined aqueous layers, and the mixture was extracted with diethyl ether three times. The combined etheric layers were evaporated to dryness, yielding crude diphenhydramine free base. The jacketed filter module was then charged with etheric hydrochloric acid, and the crude free base was slowly transferred to the filter with three portions of diethyl ether. The precipitate formed was collected by filtration, dried under a stream of argon, and recrystallized from isopropanol, yielding pure diphenhydramine hydrochloride as white crystalline powder.
4-amino-1-methyl-3-n-propyl-1H-pyrazole-5-carboxamide in dichloromethane and triethylamine and cooled to 10°C. The crude acide chloride solution was pumped from the filter module to the reactor, and the mixture was stirred for 16 hours at 25°C. After the reaction was quenched with water, the layers were separated, and the organic layer was dried over activated molecular sieves. The solution was transferred to the filter module. To induce precipitation of the solid was washed with water and dried under a stream of argon at 50°C, yielding the solid as white crystalline powder.
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Clear directions for a robotic platform

The chemistry literature contains more than a century’s worth of instructions for making molecules, all written by and for humans. Steiner et al. developed an autonomous compiler and robotic laboratory platform to synthesize organic compounds on the basis of standardized methods descriptions (see the Perspective by Milo). The platform comprises conventional equipment such as round-bottom flasks, separatory funnels, and a rotary evaporator to maximize its compatibility with extant literature. The authors showcase the system with short syntheses of three common pharmaceuticals that proceeded comparably to manual synthesis.
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